COLOURS
GAME
You will need to remember 2 COLOURS
Can you remember the **first** colour?  
And how about the **second** colour?
What helped you remember?

Repeat the colours to myself. Keep rehearsing.
Let's do it again. The place of the colours might help you remember.

| Red | Orange | Yellow | Green | Blue | Black |
Yellow
Yellow
yellow
Can you remember the **first** colour?
And how about the **second** colour?
Yellow    Black
WELL DONE!!
Now are you ready to start Level 1?
Level 1
What helped you remember?

Repeat the colours to myself. *Keep rehearsing.*
Level 2
You will need to remember 2 COLOURS and SWAP them!
Watch out!
Remember to **swap** the colours!
What helped you remember?

Keep rehearsing.
Ready to start?
What helped you remember?

Repeat the colours to myself. Keep rehearsing.
Level 3
You will need to remember
3 COLOURS
What helped you remember?

Repeat the colours to myself. Keep rehearsing.
Level 4
You will need to remember **3 COLOURS** and **SWAP** them!
Watch out!
Remember to **swap** the colours!
What helped you remember?

Repeat the colours to myself. *Keep rehearsing.*
Level 5
You will need to remember 4 COLOURS
What helped you remember?

Repeat the colours to myself. Keep rehearsing.
Level 6
You will need to remember **4 COLOURS** and **SWAP** them!
Watch out!
Remember to **swap** the colours!
What helped you remember?

Repeat the colours to myself. Keep rehearsing.
Level 7
You will need to remember
5 COLOURS
What helped you remember?

Repeat the colours to myself. Keep rehearsing.
You will need to remember 5 COLOURS and SWAP them!
Well Done!